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; ._., Introduction 

• · · .! The developme·nt of radar equipment for military applications during 

··World War II resulted· in the introduction of a new range of electromagnetic · 

radiation frequencies into man's environment - microwave radiation. Until . 
that time electromagnetic radiation had been restricted by the available 

technology primarily to long wavelength radio waves and to the very s_hort 

wavelength regions of the infrar-ed, visible and ultraviolet light and 

x- radiation. Microwaves, which are ·sometimes referred to as super-high 

fniquency electromagnetic radiation (SHF), encon1pass the ,vavelength band .of 

· from 1 mm to 1 m, adjacent to the ultra-high frequence band (UHF) of from 

, about 1 m to 100 m. Practically all types of electromagnetic communications 

systems including radio and" television signals are operated· in. either the UHF 

or the ~HF bands. 

Initially the applications of microwave radiatio~ were limited to military 

radar systems but the use of radar for aerial and shipboard navigational systems 

. is now c~mmonplace in cominercial and private operations. The unique ability 

of some frequencies of microwave radiation to pe~etrate deeply_ into soH<l 

media thus producing intern~.l heating has r·esulted in a wide variety of new 
, . 

applications of this radiatio11• In addition to the well-known medical use of 

microwaves for diathermy t_reatment, more recent applications include drying 
. . 

and freeze drying, sealing, ;cooking, reheating, thawing, moisture leveling and 

sterilization. Future applications may include the use of microwave ionized gases 

' 
for chemical processing, space propulsion, controlled nuclear fusion, hovering 

vehicle propulsion (microwave powered helicopters), microwave motors, wave 

guide vehicle transport, and radiation beam "wirele.ss" power transmission 
1

• 

To illustrate the prevalence of n1icrowave ·generating equipment it is 

estimated that almost 100, 000 microwave ovens are currently being used in 

homes, restaurants, ho~pitals an~ automatic food vending facilities. Due to the 

• aforementioned applications of n1ic1·owave ~--~diatfon for the ptoccssi~g of- food · 

and othe
0

r materials there will most likely be widespread ~se of microwaves in 

industry in the near future. In view of the inh~oduction of microwave generators 
. . 

j 
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r . . \to public usage ·and the recent passage of Public Law 90-602, the "Radiation 
i 
.Control for·Health and Safety Act of 1968 11

, the implications of population . 
exposure must be considered ~n light of the ~vailable infor~c!:tion concerning 
the biological .effects of microwave exposure. Particular attention should be 

· · focused on the type of exposures most likely to be encountered in the present 
\and future microwave environment; namely, intermittent or continuous low-level-
1exposures to a number of UHF and SHF radiation frequencie~. The purpose of I 
~his communication is to ,review the available information on the biological 

· effects of microwave radiation in an attempt to evaluate its_ adequacy for the 
determination of permissible microwave exposure levels. 
The Microwave Problem 

Following World War II high power output radar equipment operated primarily . . . J. 
in the SHF banci was developed for military applications. Radars with average 
power outputs in excess of 1 Kw were capable of producing n1icrowave fields } . 
with power densities sufficient to cause detectable heating of the skin at 
distances of several hundred feet from the radar antenna. Both military and 
industrial organi:iations w:ere aware of t}1e potential biological hazards of 
microwave exposures at such levels.-· A Tri-Service Committee was formed in. 
the United States in 1956 ~hich cq~sistcd of representatives df the Army, . . . -· 
Air Force and Navy. This committee was charged with the task of evaluating 
the potential biological hazards of microwave exposure in an effort to establish 
safe levels of microwave exposure· for,1nilitary personnel. As an outcome of 
an evaluation of the available information on human exposures and information 
obtaine·d fr.om research conducted with animals, l O milliwatts (mw)/cn/ was 
.recommended as the exposure limit. This limit was primarily based on two 
lines of reasoning, Fil;st, it had been theoretically and experimentally dctcrmincc1 

. that continuous whole body exposure of a human to this power density would result I ~ ..... 
. 

. ,___; 

· in a maximum equilibrium body temperature ri~e of 1 ° C -: . a level considered· 
~olcra~le on a long term basis without risk of ir.reversible damage 

2
• Secondly, 

a number of experimental investigations of the effects of microwave exposure 
in animals indicated ·that irreversible tissue damage resulted from exposures 
at power dcnsitfos of approximat~ly 100 mw/cn/, and thus applying a: safoty 

2 £actor of 1 O. the level o! 10 mw/c1n wa.s sucYrter.tccl. _j 
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:• 
The results of animal experimentation and theoretical and experimental· 

data pertin~nt to the absorption of microwav~. radiat~on in the human ·body have 

been summarized ·in a number of review articles ( see e.g. Moore 3 and Schwan 4 ). 
• , I 

In general, the res.ults of experiments carried out in this co~try ·sugg.est~d-

that thermal damage was the primary effect of excessive e~posure to microwave 

radiation. The ·thermal effects varied from generalized febrile reactions in the 

. case. of whole body exposure in animals
5

, ~o specific effects upon the hematopoietic 
. 6 5 7 system , the testes , and the lens of the eye • · The physiological alterations. 

produced by elevating the temperature of the organism by absorption of'microwave 

radiation are macroscopically indistinguishable from changes produced by fever 

of any origin. Generalized stress reactions involving the pituitary-adrenal 

respons,e are noted, including increases in leukocytes and decreases in eosinophils 
6 . . . . 

and lymphocytes • At fatal levels of exposure the symptoms include myocardJal 

necrosis, hemorrhages in the lungs, liver, gut and brain, and generalized 

degeneration of all body tissues. The effects of non-fatal microwave induced ,

hyperpyrexis have generally been assmned to be reversible with the exception 

of lenticular changes •. At levels of approximately 100 mw/cm
2 

cataractous 
7 lesions are induced in the lens by acute or fractionated microwave exposure • 

Although in_ the ca·se of cataract formation there is some evidence to suggest 

that .the effect is not strictly thermal 7 ~ it appears t9 -~e generally agreed that 
. l 

thermal effects predominate at exposure levels of greater than l 0 mw / cm . 
✓ 

Based upon a ther~al damage criteria~ the United States of America Standards 

Institute has adopted the followi.ng standard: "For norm.al environmental conditions 

and for incident electromagnetic energy of frequencies from 10 megahertz· (MHz) 
- . , . . 2 . 

to 100 gigahertz (GHz),. the radiation ·protection guide i_s 10 mw / cm as averaged 
. . 

over any possible 0. 1 hour· period. This rneans. the following: 

Power density: 10 m,v/cm
2 

.for periods 6£ 0. 1 hour or more; 

Energy density: 1 mwh/ cm 
2 

during any 0. 1 ~our pc~iod •. 

This gui<l~ 'applies whcthel'. the .radiation is continuous or intermittent" 
9

• The 
. 2 

specification that the energy density shall be limited to 1 mwh/c1n during any 
. \ 

O. l hour period limits the temperature rise in a body exposed to a microwave 

field to less than 1 °C but permits exposure to power density levels in ·excess of 
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10 inw/cm
2 

for suitable short durations
1

• 

The microwave exposure standards accepted by the U.S. military and many 

industrial micr.owave users are generally similar to the USASI standard. The 

Bell Telephone Laboratories has adopted° a more conservati_ve limit which states, 

· "(l) Power levels in excess of 10 m,v-/cm 
2 

a.re potentially hazardous, and personnel 

must not be permitted to enter areai; where major p~rts of the body may:::}j'e exposed· 
. . . 2 

to such levels. (2) Power levels between 1 and.~ 0 mw /cm are to be considered 

safe only for incidental, occasional, or casual exposure,· but are not permissible 

for indefinitely pr~longed exposure 111 O. 

The applicability of these microwave exposure standards to non-occupational, 

-non-military exposure involves the consideration of a number of factors.· It is, 

.of course, obvious that as in the case of exposure standard.~ for ionizing radiation 

different criteria.:,.S.hould perhaps be applied to exposure of the general public 

as contrasted to military or iildustrial exposure due to·· the difference in the 

number of people exposed and.' the differe1,1ces in the distributions of age and 

states of health. This suggests that factors such as genetic effects and 

somatic alterations leading to· the induction of neoplastic or other diseases 

or impairments must be cons~dered as well as more subtie effects such as 

· behavioral changes and synergistic effects. Whe:rea~ the presently available 

" information does not demonstrate the existence of such effects of microwave 

[\ exposure, sufficient data is not availa"?le to definitely rule them out. In some 

cases, to b_e subsequently discussed, there have been data reported in the 

literature which have been interpreted as suggesting that such effects do, in f_act, · 

exist. It should. be mentioned 'that most of the presently av~ilable data are, to a 1· 
certain extent, of limited applicability due to the fact that n1ost of the experiments_ 

were conducted with animals and not with humans; they wc1:e perfor1ned at 
·2 .. 

power densities much greater than 10 1nw/cm ; and, they were mainly conclucted . . ' . . ~ . . ' . . . . . . 

with S(lOc·m) and X (3cm) band microwa~e frequencies; I£ the presei:i,t and futu1·c 
-....... ---

microwave enviromnent is confined to the S and __ X bands .at which frequency specific 

biological effects have not as yet been detected, the chances of producing bizarre 

or unknown bi_ological effects should be 1niniinal. 
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To evaluate the possible significance of frequency specific, low power 
density, (non-thermal) microwaye effects, the basic modes of interaction of 

I microwaves with bi~logical med.ia must be considered. Microwave radiation 
may be represented as a traveling wave consisting of transverse electric and 
magnetic oscillating fields; the amplitude of the oscillations is directly related 

. . to the power density of the field. There will be a significant energy exchange i 

.. from the electromagnet_ic field to the medium whenever the forces resulting 
__ _;__ __ irom the interaction of the ~lectric .. and magnetic .fields of the molecules. of the· 

rnedium arid the microwave field are sufficient to alter the kinetic or potential . 
. 

energy of the molecules. It is generally assu1ned that the permai:ent or induced 
magnetic moments of biological molecules are of such small magnitude that 

· energy exchange by this mccha·nism can be· neglected in comparis_on to exchange 
between the electric fields. · It should be noted, howeve~, that there arc biological 
molecules such as hemoglobin which contain ferromagnetic atoms, so that 
'interactions with the magnetic component of the microwave field may· not always. 
be negligible. There is extensive data indicating "that static magnetic fields 
do produce alterations in biological systems 

11
• 

Neglecting the magnetic compon_ent of the mic1·owave field, the energy 
: ·exchange will occur between the electric fields. The ~lectric field of molecttles 

in the medium may be due to permanent dipole moments or to polarizability 
under the influence of the microwave field, or to both in conjunction. Since 
the permittivity of a dielectric material is a direct measure of the nmnber 
of permanent and 'induced dipoles, it is found that energy absorption in biological 
media is a fw1ction of the permittivity. Energy may also be transferred fr9m 
the microwave field to elect.rons in conduction bands, so that cnerg·y absorption 
is also a function of the conductivity of the_ medium. A consequence of the mode 
of energy exchange between biological me<lia and microwaves is that tissues. 
such as mu~cfo which have a high water content will have relatively high 

/ 

·:· pc.imffHvitics ·anclcon<luc··dvifies ancfw_ill absorb larger amounts of energy fro1n 
a n1ic1·owavc field than tissues such as· fat or bone which have a low conductivity 
and permittivity. This phenomenon is of in1portance i~ microwave diathermy, 

.I:· 
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since selective heating of tissues is possible. 

. 
'· -............ -

On a molecular scale, the mode of energy exchange results in vibrational 

and rotational motion of polar molecules by interq.ction with the impressed 

l 

electric field of the· microwave radiation. To obtain an idea of the magnitude 

o!.the\~ne.rgy exchange, the process may be considered from a quantum mechanical.· 

fOint o~ view and the ql;lantum energy associated with a microwave field calculated. 

The energy quanta associated with, .for example,· a· 3 cm microwave i~ 4xl o- 5 
ev 

as compared with approximately 2-3 ev for visible light and 10
6 

~v for gamma 

photons •. Since the ionization potentials of atoms are in the range of several ev . 

microwaves do,not produce ionization but instead may produce excited rotational 

~r vibrational energy levels of the molecules in a medium. · The-net effect, 

therefore, of the interaction of a microwave field with tissues composed of a 

wide variety of molecular species is an increase in temperature from molecular. 
vibration and rotation. 

The response of biological molecules· to the impressed. microwave field 

· depends upon their char'ge distribution, molecular weight, and shape - factors 

which also determine the relaxation time required for such molecules to alter 
, 

. their orientation in response to the field, Energy exchange will be a function 

of the impressed frequency and the molecular species •. This phenomenon serves 

as the_ basis for the technique known as dielectric dispersion which is used in 

molecular biology to determine the relationship of the dielectric constants of 

proteins, amino acids, and peptides to dipole moments, rotary diffusion 

coefficients, and relaxation times. Dielect_ric dispersion studies on proteins, 

peptides and amino acids have indicate.cl that characteristic relaxation times 
-11 . · . ·. -8 cov~r the range from Sxl O sec for glycme and 250xl O sec for horse serum 

. 12 
y-pseudoglobulin • Converting these ·relaxation times to frequencies, the 

corresponding frequency range is from 3, 3 GHz to 6, 6 KHz - a region that almost 
completely. cnconipasse~ the UHF ind SHF bands o{ eicctro1nagnetic radiation .. 

The results of dielectric dispersion· studi~s suggest the possibility of frequency 

specific effects of UHF aud SHli" radiations, although it is not evident from the 
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r '•~ available data that such effects lead to irreversible denaturation of proteins 

in the case of in vivo irradiations. However, bovine gamma globulin and equine 

, serum cholinesterase have shown specific changes {denaturations) upon irradiation 

·in.the vicinity of _l~.12 11Hz
13

• SimBar effect~ on the structural properties . 

14 
of proteins (human gamma globulin) were reported by Bach , although the 

problem of temperat:urc control._introduce_d uncertainties in the interpretation 

of his data. 

There does not appear to be any available data on frequency specific effects 

in cell systems •. Such studies might be utilized to detect denaturation effects 

· on specific molecular systems as a function of frequency. Since viable c.ells · 

are in a state of cQntinuous synthesis, they would contain: protein and nucleic 

acid molecules in all stages of 'synthesis at any given time. rhese partially 

synthesized protein or nucleic acid molecules should have~wide distributions 

of molecular weight, size, shape, and charge, with ·molecular reiaxation times 

which might correspond to the frequency of the applied field. If polar molecules 

or polarizable molecular complexes within the ·cell interact with an electric 

. field of sufficient magnitude to produce orientational changes, these effects 

might be expected to interfere with the synthetic processes of the cell. Heller 

and Teixeira-Pinto
15 

have observed intracellular orientation of subcellular 
. . 

particles 1
and were able to produce chromosomal aberrations, including linear 

- shortening, pseudochiasmata, arnitotic division, bridging, and irregularities 

in the chromosomal envelope. These effects were produced at a frequency 

of 27 MHz under conditions such that the temperature .rise did not affect 

the viability of the organism~ On the basis of the available evidence, it was 

not possible to precisely determine the role of temperature effects. Lystsov 

et a1
16 

using. 9. 37 GHz radiation concluded that in Bacillus subtiJ.is there 

. .,..., .. 

wa_s no direct non~_th~rmal effect on the genetfo apparatus of the cell but there ~ 

appcare? to be alterations in metabolic enzymatic .processe~. Nyr~J.7_f~\~~~-- t1~at .. · 

a 20 MHz field, modulated ~t frequencies ot from 10 - l 00 KHz, resulted in the 

inactivation of Bacterium coli and foot-and-mouth disease-.. virti's- at tcn-i-pcrafurcs 

. -
significantly below those required for theri:1al inactivation,_ The virus inactivated 

.. 
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by the electric field was found to lack antigenic activity, a different effect from 
0 . that observed for the thermally inactivated virus. Nyrop also demonstrated 

' that tissue cultures could be killed at field strengths o[ 22 v/cm without rais
1

ing . . 7 ~ . .--the temperature of the culture above 30° C • In studies of the eff ccts of low 
power density irradiations of Escherichia coli B at 136 GHz it was found· that 
the rate of cell division was slowed down, and specific metabolic processes, 0 
occurring during the early part of the life span, were inhibited

18
• In an6ther 

series· of experiments, lymphoblastoid transformation of lymphocytes in vitro . . . --was induced by 10 cm microwave radiation at low or relatively non-thermal 
power densities

19
• Fragment.ed nuclei were noted among the transformed cells 

with bridges joining separated parts of nuclear material. In some· cases the 
nuclei were completely broken down into small fragments and .vacuolization· was 
also detected. These studies tend to suggest non-thermal microwave fields at 
various frequ~ncies int'eract ~ith intracellular moieties to· alter metabolic and/or 
g.enetic processes. Interpretation of the significance of these findings is difficult 

. . since mechanisms arc not specified. In vivo cellular transformations were also 
detected by Valtonen ZO who reported the appearance of giant mast cells in the 
peritoneal fluid of the rats following low power density microwave radiation. It is 
suggested that the formation of the giant mast cells is a-·result of a degenerative L ... 

change in the mast cell and is a non-thermal effect of microwave irradiation. · 21 Moressi on the other hand, found that microwave irradiation at 2450 MHz of 
mouse sarcoma 180 cells did not result in cellular destruction that differed 
significantly from thermal damage. 

The orientation of micron size particles by microwave radiation has been 
studied by several investigators. Various particles including iron filings, starch I 

. 

particles, colloidal carbon particles, oil droplets, mammalian erythrocytes, 
macrophages and val'ious bacteria were. studied. In general, it was _found_ that . . . . . 
asymmetric particles we1·e oriented in the field and the orientation {with respect 
~o the lines of force of the electric field} was a function of the frequency of the 
field, age of the particle (in the case- of biological materials) and the permittivity 
1

of the suspending medium 
22

• · .It has been determined that {oJ:i particles such as 

l 
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biological cells, field strengths in excess of 100 v/cm are required to produce 
such effects and for _steady state field strerigths-of this magnitude therma'l effects 
will predominate. The effects of cellular orientaHons resulting from puls.ed 

microwave fields of low average power density but high instantaneous field 
. 4 

strengths are, however, not,presently known • 

On t~e basis of the ·available ~ata on the effect_s_ of low power density (i.e • 2 . . . . . ,, . . 
10 mw/cm } microwave irradiation· of molecular and cellular syste?i-is it is not 

possible to rule out th~ existence of frequency specific non-thermal effects. 
I{ such effects are induced by low level exposure to microwave radiation, it might· 

· be anticipated that they would be manifested in effects on the organ system or 
. . . organism level, and,· therefore, they would be dete.ctable in human or experimental 

animals, even though, they would not result in as marked changes typical 
of thermal damage. As previo~sly mentioned,. most studies on animals conducted 
in the United States have been designed to detect the effects of tissue hyperthemia 
and have generally indicated that such effects are not detected at levels below 

2 • IO mw/cm • However, a number of studies of the effects of low-level chronic 

microwave exposure of humans and animals have indicated effects, in particular, 
on the central nervous system. 

The effect of UHF electromagnetic fields on the n·ervous system of animals 

ha_s been the object of numerous investigations, In a review of such effects 
Livshits

23 
suggests that the effect of UHF radiation on the nervous system is 

primarily d':le to interactions at the cellular level. Due to the role of the nervous 
system in the functioning of the cardio-vascular system, many of the effects of 
microwa vcs on the latter syste1n ha.ve been attributed to direct interaction with . . . 

the central nervous system~ The implied cffc~ts of microwaves on the nervous 
system of animals inclucle: alterations in conditio.ned reflexes, vagomimctic 

·action on the _heart, stimulation of ~he parasympath~ti_<; ~nd inhibit_ion of the 
· _sympathetic nervous system, alterations in heart rhythm and diamctc_r o~ ~!?_<.>d · 
vessels, structural alterations in the synapse·s of the ·vagus nerve·, altered 

sensitivity to drug stimuli, reduction in diuresis, . altered stomach secretion, 
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23 
and various metabolic effects • 

- - 10 ;.. 
I., 

d 
Although the power densities at which these 

•. - . effects were induced are not given, it is indic~ted that the UHF fields were too 

" 

..... 
) 

. I 

weak and geometrically too small to produce generalized temperature rises'. 

In another series of investigations of the effect of electromagnetic fields on· the 
. 24 

central nervous ~ystem, Kholodov reported specific non-thermal effects of 

microwaves. These effects include _changes in conditioned reflexes, alterations 

in sensit_i_vity to light, sound, and olefactory stimuli, changes in the structure 

of skin receptors of the digestive and blood-carrying systems, alterations in 
•' 

the biocurrents 9f the cerebral cortex, reversible structural changes in the 
.;_,.-

••·· ,· . \ ,.• ... 
cerebral cortex and the diencephalo~..aa the appearance of various vegetative 

r·eactions. Changes in the rhythm of the dog heart were reported, by Presman and 

Levitina ZS following exposure to mi~rowave fields, of 5-10 mw / cm
2

• Irradiation 

of the ventral side of rabbits caused a decrease in the heart beat as contrasted 

to an increased heart rate following radiation of the dorsal side and the head. 

. ·The effe.ct was attributed to central .nervous system stimulation as a result of 

irradiati<:m of the head as contrasted to stimulation of peripheral receptors and 

the autonomic nervous systems from ventral irradiations. 

Clinical manifestations of the effects of chronic low power density microwave 

irradiations on Russian microwave ·workers have been. reported by Leta vet and 

Gordon 
26

• The ein:ct's tend to indicate that the central nervous system ·is the 

organ system most sensitive to microv.•_~ve exposure. The reported effects 

of chronic o~cupational exposure .of hu.mans to microwav~ radiation include·: 

braclycardia, disruption of the endocrine-humeral process, hypotcnsion, 

intensification of the activity of the thyroid gland, an exhausting influence on the 

central nervous syste1n, a decrease in sensitivity to smell, and an increase in 

the histamine content of the blood. In addition to these findings there was a. high ' 

incidence of subjective complaints among the 525 micr~wave V:'orkcrs e~amiried 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . 

duri_ng the course of the study. These complaints included: increased fatigability, 

periodic or constant headache, extre1ne irritability, and sleepiness during .work • 
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Clinical studies of microwave workers conducted in the United States by 
. 27 · 28 . . Daily and by Barron and Baraff md1catcd• in contrast to the finding . 26 · 

of Letavet and Cordon , no acute, transient, or cumulative physiological 

or pathological changes which could be attributed to microwave exposure. 

Statistical analyses of the clin.ical findings are !}Ot 1·eported ;n either the 

. Russian or the U. S. studies. 
. . 26 Based on the· findings of Letavet and Gordon the following permissible 

limit for exposure to microwave radiation has been established in the U.S. S. R~: 

"The micr<;>wave radiation intensity in areas. where personnel are required · 

to be present should not exceed the following maximum· permissible. values: 

a. In the case of irradiation during the entire working day -•no more than 
2 

O. 01 mw/cm • 

b. In the case of irradiation for no more than two hours per working day -
i 2 ·•. 

no more than O. 1 mw/cm • 

c. In the case of irradiation for no more than 15 to 20 minutes per wo.rking 
. . . . 2 

day - no more than 1. 0 mw/cm (In this case ~he use of protective 
· 26 · 

goggles is mandatory._)" • 

There have also been ieports in the Western }ite~ature of suspected central 

nervous .system effects produced by low level microwave exposure. Frey has 

found that the perception of sound can be induced in humans irradiation with 

microwave radiation at levels of l~ss than 10 mw/cm
2 

and changes in the 

h f l : 1 · · d · d2 9 d l 1 cl . eart rate o mon {eys are a so in 1cate · • It was suggeste t 1at t 1e au 1tory 

response mighthe a direct non-thermal effect on the nervous system but the 

studies of Sommer and_ von Gierke indicate that the effect may be due instead 

to elcctromechanically induced vibrations. in tissue coupled with normal 

reception i~ the cochlea 
30

. Frey also has detected evoked electrical 

potential·s in the brain stem ol cats h1ducecl by ·irradiation witi1 pulse

moclul~t~d UHF radiation 
31

• The threshold power density reported is 
2 ' · 2 

30 mwlcm average and 60 mw/c1n peak power. The potentials arc ascribed· 

· to a direct interaction -of UI;IF radiation with neural tissue. Exposure of 

birds to no~-thcrmal power densiHcs has bee11 .shown by Tanner and 
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coworkers to result in alterations in behavioral patterns. The type of reaction 
. . 

was found to depend upon the surface irradiated with dorsal irradiation producing · 
. 32 · ·. 33 . 

the most marked effects • Results of studies by Korbel and Thompson of . : 
. I 

the effects of low intensity UHF radiations on rats suggested that behavio~·al 

effect~ are produced by non~thermal levels of exposure. 

On the basfs of the foregoing ·clinical and experimental indications of 

neural effects of electromagnetic radiations in the UHF and SHF bands, such 

eff~cts are difficult to ignore, even though there is un:certainty regarding the 

power. densities required to elicit these effects and even though many of these 

effects are reversible and have not been deomonstr_ated to lead to permanent 

damage. The existence of neural effects at non-thermal levels of microwave 

exposure has been questioned, since, as noted by Schwan 
4

, . physical mechanis.ms 

have not been specified. A possible mechanism may•however be suggested by 

recent advances in the theory of nerve excitation and ~ond~ction. On the basis• · 

of three new axon membrane properties: negative fixed surface charge, 

birefringence changes, and infrared emission, we?
4 

.has suggested a physical ,.··. ··· 

model of nerve excitation and conduction based on the arrangement of dipoles 
, 

in layers on the surface of the axonal memhrane. Alteratiop of the outer dipole 

layer will permit transfer of sodiurn ions across the membrane and will lead . 

to "nerve excitation". Although the structure of the dipoles is not known, it is. 

clear from the theory of dielectric dispersion that an alternating electric field 

(e.g. UHF or SHF) can interact with ·molecular dipoles to an extent dependent 

upon the r·elaxation time of the. dipoles and the frequency of the applied field. 

Re-orientation of the dipoles could alter the dipole potential at the membrane 

surface resulting in a change in. the threshold for excitation or conduction as 
31 · · 

detected by Frey and others. Since these dipole layers n1ight not be uniform 

throughout the nervous system, the effect might be frequency dependent, o_r 

conversely; at a parti°cular frequency, specific areas· of the· nervous systcn1 · 

might be affected. Further experin1en.tal and theoretical work is, ~f course, 

. necessary to evaluate the validity of this mechanism 0£ foteraction but it serves 
- .· . . . ' 
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t9 illustrate the fact that because of present lac~ of understanding concerning 
the basic neural processes, it is necessary to continue the investigation of 
microwave effects at low power densities. 

Conclusions and ·Recommendations .. 

· · The available theoretical and experimental data appear to adequately explain· 
the thermal effects of exposure to microwave and UHF radiations ~nd it is 
possible to delineate lethal levels of exposure as well as levels that will produce· . 
irreversible changes such as cataracts. The effects of exposures at power 
densities of les.s than 10 mw/crn.

2 
- non-thermal irradiations. - are at pr~sent 

uncertain. The significance of the clinical studies reported in the Russian 
literature is difficult to assess since the power densities are ~not available and 
no objective statistical analysis.·is presented

35
• In con:trolled st~tistical studies 

. · -36' . ,' 37 of the incidence of sub-cataractous lens changes and cataracts in radar wor!<ers 
it was determined that although 'there was no statistically significant incre;:i.se 
in cataract incidence, there we:re significant increases in certain types of lens 
changes which were correlated ~.ith the type of radar work performed. Accurate 

I 

exposure levels could not be dete.rmined but it was estimated that the power 
· densities were generally less f4an 100 mw/cm

2
• Thes·e studies illustrated the 

feasibility of a controlled statistical study of the epidemiology of microwave-induced· 
lens changes. Experimental results-in ani'mals irradiated at non-thermal levels 
are again difficult to evaluate, but tend to suggest that microwave radiation can · · • 

j • 

interact with the central nervou~ system to produce a number of effects, including 
changes in the cardio-vascular system. In general, these effects appear to be 
reversible, although so~e clinical evidence to the contrary exists 

26
• Interpretation 

of neural effects of microwaves is difficult because of a lack of knowledge concerning 
· basi_c mechanisms of interaction, but rece_nt work pn nerve. conduction n1ay pr<:>vide·. 

- I 
,, 

the necessa'ry mechanisms. Consideration of the signific~nce of these non-thermal 
effects - if they~ in fact, do exist suggests that they may pose an indirect threat· .... ~ 

j 
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to public safety (for example, functional alterations might be induced in 

airline pilots during landing or take-off). 

,,' .. · 

In view of~he many uncertainties, additional re·search should be performed 

in the area of non-thermal effects of UHF and SHF radiations. The research 

should be carried out at several levels including: 

a. molecular research - to determ.ine the basic mechanisms of alteration of 

molecular structure as a function of power density and frequency; 

b. cellular research - to investigate the effects of non-thermal irradiations 

on metabolf c ahd genetic mechanisms; 

c. animal experi1nentation - to detect effects on the central nervous system 

by direct measurement of induced_ potentials and ·effects. on conditioned 

responses and reacti~n times; 

d. epidemiological investigations - to answer the vital question of whether 

or not the clinical effects reported in the Russian literature (and 

serving as the basis of the Russian exposure limits) can be detected i~ a 

properly designed statistical study of microwave workers and appropriately 

selected control groups. 

The results of _studies of the type mentioned above would be of great value 

in detern1ining what levels of UHF and SHF could be tolerated in the general 

enviromnent without discomfort or·risk to humans: 

• I 

' .. -~ 
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